
Photography Guidelines
for visitors



At Health In Harmony (HIH), photos are taken carefully, thoughtfully, and compassionately.
While we use photography to underscore the urgency of the climate, nature, and human
crises, we always portray people with humanity and dignity. Everyone who interacts with
HIH's photos should feel hopeful and compelled to take action. The imagery we use is about
optimism, possibility, and a collective future.

Take the HIH Photography Approach

Photography is an important and powerful part of centering the
experiences, voices, and solutions of the Indigenous Peoples

and Local Communities HIH works alongside.

For personal photos, please read the following page for a complete guide on how to take
personal photos respectfully, while visiting.

If you are interested in taking photos to be included on HIH's public communications
channels, please email travel@healthinharmony.org for more information.

For public communications, HIH uses photos taken by locally hired, on-site photographers,
and occasionally uses photos taken by visiting staff and photographers. All photographers
working with and for HIH receive signed consent before taking photos, where individuals
have given full permission for us to use their images under the HIH copyright. We give credit
to every photographer where possible.

mailto:%20travel@healthinharmony.org


Personal Photos

Health In Harmony wants you to enjoy your trip and to be able to post about it on your social
media and share with friends! However, we are also strong advocates for the Indigenous
Peoples and Local Communities that we work alongside and recognize there is a deep
history of exploitation and colonialism in the locations where HIH works. This is why we have
such detailed rules surrounding photography, especially for visitors.

As a general rule of thumb, visitors should be respectful and aware of cultural guidelines
before taking out a camera. Please check with your guide or a member of staff to ensure that
it is okay for you to take pictures, especially when taking photos of people. We ask visitors to
refrain from taking photos of people in clinic settings when medical procedures are taking
place.

Take photos without permission

Portray people as vulnerable, helpless
victims or tokens

Exploit pain, discomfort, sadness, or
fear without dignity

Take photos in a clinic setting when
medical procedures are taking place

Expose someone's body in intimate
medical situations

Do Don't

Double check with your guide before
taking photos

Take photos of animals and plants

Take photos of the rainforest (and you
in it!)

Get permission from all people that will
be photographed BEFORE taking
photos

Take photos of joyful people and
moments

Feature confident individuals who live
in the communities HIH works
alongside

Before taking a photo featuring people, ask yourself:

Would I be happy to be
portrayed this way?

Please refer back to the Visitor Guide for all other guidelines,
including posting about your trip on social media.


